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In the Matter of: 

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 

P, 02/24 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE CIIMMISSION 
PUBLIC SERVICE 

COMMISSION 

ALTERNATIVE RATE FILING OF HILLRIDGE ) CASE NO. 2010-004263 
FACILITIES, INC, 

LOUISVILLE- JEFFERSON COUNTY METROPOLITAN SEWER DISTRICT 
RESPONSE TO HILLRIDGE'S MOTION TO COMPEL 

The Louisville-Jefferson County Me"tropo1itan Swver District ("MSD") objects to 

the Motion to Compel Tiled by Hillridge Facilities, Inc. MSD provided more than enough 

information t i  Hillridge Facilities to satisfy all of Millriclge's information requests. MSD 

provided thousands of pages in response, although it did so in the form of electronic 

documents, 

Specifically, Hillridge requested information regarding sanitary Sewer overflows 

over a significant part of the county. MSD provided a link to a map showing the location 

of every single sanitary sewer overflow in the MSD system. When Hillridge clicks on the 

number identifying one of the sanitary sewer overflow:;, the map will show a document 

consisting of a photograph of the area and a dischar!je volume summary by calendar 

year since 2005 showing the number of overf'lows ancl the volume of overflows as well 

as an upstream map of the sewer system from that ~v~:r f Iow. 

From that same document deposit web site, l-lillridge has access to each Project 

Fact Sheet and map planned as part of MSD's Final Sanitary Sewer Discharge Plan 

which focuses upon the elimination of unauthorized discharges which includes all 

SSOs. An example of the information provided is attached. 
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Although Hillridge requested information from a section of the county instead of 

the entire county, MSD cannot separate t h e  informalion easily. Far example, MSD's 

projects are based on watersheds and sewer sheds riot zip codes. MSD's information 

involves complex maps that are easily viewed in coli)r on a monitor but hard to see 

when printed either in black and white at- color depending on the resolution of the 

printer. The various projects often address several iiH stations or manholes. Certain 

areas and zip codes are served by several sewers, l i f t  stations or plants. MSD provided 

all of its information in the most user friendly manner a:> it could. 

MSD did a search for correspondence; however the carrespondence must have 

been misplaced as Hillridgo had letters responsive to ihe request that MSD did not find 

in its search. Copies of letters are attached. Because Iiillridge already had copies in its 

possession, however, MSD's failure to provide addi'l'ional copies did not cause harm. 

MSD incorporates into its responses any corrwpondmce Willridge received as part of 

it's open records requests. 

Hillridge's argument that it is too burdensomp for Hillridge to sift through the 

information MSD provided but not too burdensome foi MSD to do so must be rejected. 

A look at Hillridge's answers to MSD's request; far information proves that it is merely 

trying to have MSD look for irrelevant information. For example, Hillridge improperly 

takes MSD to task for not naming each foot of sewer line that will be used to transport 

Hillridge flow to the Derek R. Guthrie Water Quality 'Treatment Center if MSD treated 

Hillridge's flow. However, when MSD asked Hillridge for information on the stream that it 

discharges to, Hillridge responded that that information was "irrelevant to the issue of 

whether Hillridge is entitled to obtain a new rate and/or surcharge." If Hillridge's 

Case No. 2010-00426 
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discharge stream is irrelevant, then MSD’s sewers certainly have no bearing on the 

matter. 

Additionally, MSD sought information from Hillridge on the state of its collection 

system that was not examined by MSD in the Inflow arid Infiltration study and Hillridge’s 

plans to correct any inflow and infiltration in that part of its collection system. Hillridge 

responded that the information requested was “irrelevi int to the issue whether Hillridge 

is entitled to obtain a new rate and/or surcharge.” lf Itre condition of Hillridge’s system 

and any inflows or overFlows lo that system is irrelevant to Hillridge’s request before this 

Commission, the condition of MSDk system, and m y  inflows or overfUows to that 

system, are certainly irrelevant. 

Hillridge in its motion slates that MSD providecl too much information so that it 

would have to examine too many pages in order tc~ determine the identity of each 

sanitary sewer overflow, all of which are complete outside the Hillridge area, Millridge 

sought not only the identity of the SSO, but wanted inlormalion from 2008, 2009, 2010, 

and 201 1, an the location, amount of discharge, dab? of each discharge and date of 

elimination on each SSO. MSD gave it links to interactive documents that would provide 

all of that information. But that information it; clearly irrdevant to Hillridge’s request for a 

rate increase. Hillridge is playing games here. 

As evidence, it: would have this Commission compel MSD to provide the 

information is some other form, even though it is irrelevant, but Hillridge refused MSD 

the same type of information from Hillridge. information on the state of Hillridge’s 

system is clearly relevant because repair to that system is one of the  reasons that 

Hillridge has requested action from this Commission. In order to determine the state of 

-3- Case No. 201 0-00426 
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Hillridge’s system, MSD sought information that was but a small subset of the 

information Millridge seeks from MSD, At Request # 3 ,  in its request for infarmation, 

MSD asked simply “How many Sanitary Sewer Overflows (“SSOs”) has the system 

expErienced in the past calendar year?” This was a much simpler question that Hillridge 

asked of MSD. Hillridge objected to the question statin$) as follows: 

Hillridge objects to this request on the basis that it requests 
information irrelevant to the issue of whether Hillridge is entitled to obtain 
a new rate andlor surcharge. Furthermore, Hillridge objects on the basis 
that the request for information is ambiguous ai id requires speculation as 
to its meaning, However, without waiving these objections, Hillridge states 
that any SSOs experienced in 2010 have been reported to the Division of 
Water. 

Hillridge cannot have it both ways, It claims it should not have to look through 

information provided by MSD but demands that MSD go to the Division af Water and 

look through information Millridge did not bother to pr-wide to MSD. It claims that the 

condition of its own system is irrelevant to the questioil before the Commission but the 

condition of MSD’s system is. It claims not to understar id the meaning of a question with 

only one term of art, Sanitary Sewer Overflows (“SSOs”), but it uses the same term of 

art in its questions to MSD. It asks for four years of information but alleges that one year 

of the same information is too much to provide. In short, Willridge argues that it will fix all 

problems with its system for a few hundred thousand dollars, but it cannot say how 

many SSOs the system has experienced. 

In conclusion, MSD provided Hillridge with the: means  for Hillridge to examine 

any MSD SSO that it wishes to examine. That information is irrelevant, but Hillridge is 

free to look through it. MSD should not be compelled to provide the information in some 

other format. Hillridge does not need that informalioi) for this hearing. It has already 

-4- Case No 2010-00426 
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admitted that it considers the same sort of information irrelevant to the matter at hand: 

whether Hillridge should be able to raise its customers' rates or charge them a 

surcharge to repair a system that Millridge has left negltxted for decades. 

Respectfully sribmitted, 

Laurence J. Zielke 
Jarlice M. Theriot 
Zielke Law Firin PLLC 
1250 Meidingf !r Tower 
462 S. 4th Street 
Louisvills, KY 40202 

Izielke@,,zielke!firm .cop 
jt heriat@ziel kr ?firm.com 

(502) 589-4600 
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Certificate of Service 

Counsel certifies that, on this the 27rd day of April 2011, an original and two 

copies was filed by fax and overnight delivery to J M  Derouen, Executive Director, 

Public Service Commission, 211 Sower !3oulevard, Fl#ankfort:, KY 40601. A copy was 

served on the following by fax: 

Robert: C. Moore (502)875-715lr 
Hazelrigg & Cox, LLP 
41 5 West Main Street, 1'' Floor 
P.0, Box 676 
Frankfort, KY 40602-0676 

David Edward Spenard (502)573-831 ! j  

Assistant Attorney General 
1024 Capital Centar Drive, Suite 200 
Frankfort, KY 40601 -8204 

4 2 d  - 
Couns:I for MSD 
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Sanitary Sewer O v ~ ~ l o u v  Fact Sheet 
I 

LOCUST AV/MARLIN DR 

Dell Rd and Charlane Pkwy Interceptor linprovemsnts 

Project ID: S-JT-JT-N B02-M-0 I -C 

Ssrvlce Area: JEFFERSONTOWN 

Upstream Collection System Longth: 8,213 L.F. 

Water$hed:FLOYDS FORK 

Discharge Type: Sewer Manhole 

Dlscliarged to: GROUND 

Rlscelvlng Strooam: CI-IENOWETW RUN 

Dpwn6tream Landuse: 
COlM~~CIAL-INDUSTRIAL 4.1 acrOS 

Background and History. This overflow was reported in April 
2008 due to capacity issues. It is located upstream of .Itown WTP 
PS. This location is routinely monitored during wet weather. 

INLiUSTRIAL 
RE:ilDENTIAL 
SPtZClAL 

1.2 acros 
10.9 acres 
7.8 acres 

Metrogrid: MAM23 

MSD Atlas: 81236 

toulsvllle Jeffersoh county 
Metropolitan Sewer blstdct 

Map Data Source: LOJIC Scale: 1" = 400' 
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Discharge Volu 

Calendar Year Number of Overflows Total Volume 

2009 
2008 
2007 
2006 
2005 

NIA 
15,000 
N/A 
NIA 
NIA 

Note; All volumes are reported in gallons and are estimatad based on geld observations, 

P, 11/24 
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Ms, Crystal Thoinpoi? 
Keiitucky Division of Water 
200 Fair Oaks Lane 
Fradcfoi?, Kenlttcky 40601 

RE: Derek Guthic: WQTC, KPDES No: ICY0078956 
Discharge h4oniloning Report 
December 2010 

Dear Ms. Than.zl;son: 

Atlached are the Discharge klonitaring Repob (DMR) and ilk: Monthly Operabg Rcporl 
(MOR) fix the Dwek Guthrie WQ'l'C, for thc UIOI-& of beceiilber 201 0. 

There ww'e n o  exceedelices or bypasses. 

Also included are the qfh qk Biomoiitorbg Dh4R aiid overflow report Elam December. 

If yaii have any questions c o h x ~ L ~ g  the nttaclzecl DMR's, plmse contact 1nc at (502)54O-603 1 
I 

Sincere1 y, 
d 

Dunne V. Wright 
Pvxess Supervisor, Central Region , 

SMWWest Coun,ty 121 0 

Enclosures 
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11804 CHIPPEWA RIDGE LN (JUST UPSTREAM OF CHIPPEWA PS) 

Chenoweth Chenoweth Hills WWTP Ellmindtion, I 

Project ID: S-JT-JT-NBOI A-M-03-C I 
Service Area: JEFFERSONTOWN I 

Upstream Coliectlon Systorn Length: 3,405 L.F. ' 

Watershed: FLOYDS FORK 

I Dlseharge Type: Sewer Manhole 
i 

Discharged to:GROUND 

Receiving Stream: CHENOWETM RUN 
i 
I 

Background and History: The first reported overflow occurred in 
February 2001, Thls manhole is located upstream ?f Chippewa PS. 
This location is routinely monitored during wet weather. 

mmstream Landuse: 
RE:;IDENTlnL 24 acres 
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ischargb I Volume Summa 

Total Volume I 
, I Number of Ovel?’loW:i Calendar Year 

2009 0 
2 
0 
0 

I 1 

2008 
2007 
2006 
2055 1 

NIA 
11,450 
NIA 
NIA 
350 

P, 21/24 

,stream Sewer Trace from Overflow Location 1 
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